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News

First impressions count in the washroom
Q 005

Pressalit
Whether it’s the washroom in an office
suite or bathroom in a boutique hotel, first
impressions count when it comes to the
smallest room.

Pressalit first began making bathrooms
and accessories back in 1954, and since
then its attention to detail has gone from
strength to strength.

Enhancing the customer experience,
comfort and cleanliness are paramount with
every element of the bathroom. The
inclusion of a well-designed, durable toilet
seat from Pressalit can easily solve issues
that many facilities managers encounter on
a regular basis such as reducing
maintenance demands, improving an
environment of wellness and importantly,
upholding corporate reputation.

With features in the range including sleek
lines, soft close, stainless steel hinges in
regular or top-fix versions for stability, lift
off hinges, both sandwich and wrap over
covers, there’s no compromise on hygiene
with Pressalit’s timeless designs.

With award-winning Scandinavian design,
toilet seats from Pressalit are the perfect
solution for replacement seats or
refurbishment projects, with multi-fit styles
suitable for universal bowl designs. A
Pressalit toilet seat brings both durability
and longevity to the bathroom.
Manufactured with advanced engineering
in Pressalit’s own factory in Denmark, this
is a range designed by specialists, created
for comfort, and sustainably built to last.
Over the last 65 years, Pressalit has gained
a well-earned reputation for really
understanding what customers need.
So the high performance and durability of
each seat ensures that first impressions
count and that value for money is achieved
in increasingly stretched facilities budgets.

Manufactured from colour ingrained
Duroplast, Pressalit is so assured of the
craftsmanship of its range, that every toilet
seat comes with a 10-year warranty.
With 40 models in the Multi-fit and
Collection ranges, Pressalit toilet seats can
support up to 240 kg, with styles to match
most toilet pans. Suitable for regular private
use, frequent public use and heavy public
use, seats in the Collection range are
created to perfectly match specific toilet
bowls.
Pressalit really cares about how it makes
its complete range of products – from its
bathroom accessories, to its range of
accessible shower change tables, to its rise
and fall kitchens – the 3rd generation
family run company has signed up to the
UN Sustainable Development Guidelines,
and manufactures to both ISO 9001 and
ISO 14001. Inclusive and environmentally
aware, Pressalit is a good company to do

business with.
Supplying some of the top hotels
worldwide; Europe’s biggest football
stadia; to Railway Operators and Rolling
Stock and PRS providers, the Pressalit
range comes with the Pressalit commitment
to quality.
Visit www.pressalit.com to view the full
range or request a brochure.

Cawleys selected for ‘sip and separate’ recycling campaign in Northampton
Cawleys

Q 007

Local recycling and resource management
company, Cawleys, have been chosen to
close the loop in Northampton’s fantastic
new recycling initiative ‘Up For The Cup’.
The project is part of a bold, national
environmental campaign which aims to
collect and recycle as many disposable
paper cups as possible.
Funded by The Cup Fund, Northampton’s
‘Up For The Cup’ initiative aims to collect
and recycle over 160,000 cups in
Northampton, as well as change people’s
attitudes towards recycling. The Cup Fund
is an initiative from environmental charity
Hubbub and is the UK’s largest grant fund
to bolster coffee cup recycling.
Currently only a small percentage of lined
cups are recycled. This is because they
need to be collected separately from other
waste streams so that the special plastic
lining that keeps liquids secure can be
separated from the outer layer.
Only certain facilities currently carry out
this process and Cawleys will play an
integral role by collecting the segregated
cups from the ‘Up For The Cup’ scheme
and transporting them to the appropriate
cup recycling centre.
Segregation is extremely important in
preventing contamination and, as such, the
project’s eye-catching ‘Up for the Cup’ bins
have been innovatively designed to
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encourage consumers to ‘sip and
separate’ liquids and lids from
cups. The bins have been situated
at strategic locations across
Northampton including the
University of Northampton, The
Royal & Derngate Theatre and the
Grosvenor Shopping centre*.
Anna Cawley, Customer Services
Director at Cawleys, commented:
“We are delighted to have been
selected to support this fantastic
initiative. We have long been advocates of
improving drink-cup recycling rates and we
currently collect cups at a number of
clients’ premises. However, we believe that
the general public need to be made more
aware of the importance of segregating
their cups and placing them in the correct
bins – thankfully this campaign does just
that.”
Project Officer, Emma Stone said of ‘Up
For The Cup’: “It is great to be working
with Hubbub and to see the University
leading on an important environmental
initiative. We have a big target to reach and
really hope the public of Northampton will
be ‘Up For The Cup’ with us.
“Our marketing and environmental
science students are playing an integral part
of the project. This provides them with a
great opportunity of working on a ‘live’
socially impactful project and providing

valuable experience for them whilst at
university, which in turn enhances their
future employability.”
Gavin Ellis, Director and Co-Founder of
Hubbub, said: “While reusable cups are the
most environmentally friendly choice,
billions of paper cups are still being used
each year and most aren’t currently
recycled. We know that people generally
want to do the right thing with recycling
and it was surprising to find that three in
four people are still unaware that cups need
to be collected separately from normal card
and paper.**
“By using the Hubbub and Starbucks Cup
Fund to raise awareness and introduce eyecatching cup recycling points in high
footfall locations, we hope we can
encourage the people of Northampton to
dispose of their cups in the right bins and
ensure that they are recycled.”

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk

News
WPS, JustPark and Cornwall Council nominated for British Parking Award
WPS

Q 009

Integrating technologies to provide optimum customer
experience ...
WPS, one of the UK’s leading parking equipment
providers, JustPark and Cornwall Council have been
nominated for a British Parking Award – in the Parking
Technology category.
The nomination is in recognition of a new solution that
combines the benefits of WPS’ ParkAdvance™ pay-onfoot parking system with JustPark’s payment app
technology to enhance the customer experience at 12
Cornwall Council car parks.
Already fully operational in six car parks, with the
remaining six due for completion by April 2020, the goal
is to provide a seamless parking experience, where the
customer gains all the significant benefits of the switch
from Pay & Display to Pay on Foot combined with the
extended benefits from integration with Cornwall Council’s
existing county-wide JustPark payment / advance ticketing
platform.
The advanced, real-time integration between WPS and JustPark
technology includes a ‘Pay Station in their Pocket’ app and instant
ANPR recognition of Multi-Use Tickets, Seasonal Tickets and
Rover Tickets now usable in both P&D and Pay on Foot car parks.
With Cornwall a highly popular tourist destination, the range of
car park users include residents, local businesses, one-off tourists,
and regular, return tourists (those who own holiday homes, etc).
The major investment was a key part of Cornwall’s commitment
to its Positive Parking Agenda. Craig Taylor, the Strategic Parking
Manager at Cornwall Council says the detailed deployment,
communication and testing strategy of the three organisations was
successful in achieving project timescales and a seamless
experience:
“Success was down to genuine collaboration, a partnership
approach and clear communication. The project provides an

excellent example of integration that means a parking authority
does not have to work with one provider to create the best
solution.”
The change from P&D to Pay on Foot means the introduction of
barriers, where customers receive a “ticket” (either paper or virtual)
on entering a car park and pay at the end of their parking session,
either at the WPS ParkAdvance pay station or via the JustPark app.
Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) recognises
customers in possession of advance tickets, grants access and also
enables the system to calculate how long a customer has stayed and
therefore whether their parking is within their paid-for allowance.
Creating this seamless experience required a three-way live
integration of WPS’ ParkID™ software, JustPark’s platform and
Cornwall Council’s car park tariff data.
Simon Jarvis, Managing Director in the UK says the Cornwall
Council parking system demonstrates how advanced parking
technologies can now be integrated to create a flexible, futureproofed and user-friendly parking network for the benefit of the
Council, local residents and car park users:
“ParkID has been developed for straightforward cross-platform
integration, providing Cornwall Council with the flexibility to
accommodate a number of different parking needs, for regular
visitors or holidaymakers coming for the day. It also allows for all
12 car parks to sit under one system, with the ability to add new
sites in a matter of minutes.
“We are delighted the project has been recognised for its
technology credentials and as an example of a leading edge parking
solution providers collaborating to deliver an optimum customer
experience.”
Antonia Hobden, Head of Sector, Local Authorities at JustPark
says: “For us, this project was about bringing the benefits of the
JustPark app to a pay-on-foot system. These benefits include not
only cashless parking – needing nothing more than your mobile
phone to pay for parking – but also the straightforward real-time
collation of all parking receipts and documentation.”
The total capacity within the 12 car parks are over 4,600 spaces.

Research reveals 11:50am is the optimum time for a snack at work
Natures Heart UK

Q 007

New range of snacks launch to help latemorning hunger…
New research suggests the UK’s favourite
time for a snack at work is 11:50am. The
survey questioned 500 UK office workers
and found seven out of 10 of us don’t make
it through the morning without snacking.
The research was commissioned by Nestlé
Professional® which is launching its new
range of Nature’s Heart products which are
a delicious way to get you through until
lunch time.
Over two thirds of consumers in the
workplace are currently being driven

outside of work to buy snacks. This is due
to a lack of choice, wanting better quality,
nicer taste or because they don’t find the
type of snack they want at work2. The new
range of Nature’s Heart aims to fill this gap
with delicious, responsibly sourced snacks
that are a source of fibre.
The range is entirely vegan and is
naturally indulgent. It includes
goldenberries, which are sweet and tangy,
high in fibre, high in iron and source of
potassium. Nature’s Heart fruits and trail
mixes are a delicious morning snack, while
the dark chocolate fruits and glazed nuts
offer consumers a sweeter more indulgent

choice for an afternoon treat. The full range
includes: Blueberry & goji trail mix,
Strawberry, banana & pistachio trail mix,
Dark chocolate goldenberries, Dark
chocolate bananas, Tropical mix, Pineapple
& chilli cashews
Tom Benton, General Manager, said: “We
take exceptional care to cultivate and
source the finest natural ingredients and
combine them to make truly delicious
nutrient filled snacks. Nature’s Heart has
sustainable farming practices in its DNA
and is committed to providing fair and
viable incomes to its community of family
growers.”

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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News
Growing Leeds-based roofing group celebrates two decades in business
Everlast

Q 021

Everlast, a Leeds-based roofing and cladding
group that provides specialist services across the
construction, property and rail sectors, is
celebrating 20 years in business. The last two
decades have seen the company grow from a small
roofing provider to become a £28m turnover,
multi-discipline firm employing more than 80
people.
Founded by chief executive Terry Deighton in
2000, in the last 12 months the firm has created 20
new jobs, with further hires planned for 2020.
With divisions including roofing and cladding,
rail infrastructure works, scaffolding, facilities
management and specialist surveys, Everlast
carried out more than 1,500 projects ranging from
£500 to £3m across the UK and Europe in 2019.
The firm has worked on some iconic schemes
including the £600,000 re-roofing of Sheffield’s
Park Hill flats and a £400,000 project to install a
new roof for the Royal Armouries Museum in
Leeds.
Everlast has also delivered waterproofing
projects for the Manchester Arndale Centre and
York University, as well as replacing the roof
covering at one of the country’s busiest railway
stations, London Victoria.
Jason Cross, managing director of the firm’s rail division said:
“Delivering roofing works for London Victoria was one of our
most challenging projects so far. Not only is it a listed building in
the heart of London but it had to remain fully operational for the
duration of the project, which involved fitting steel roofing to the
station’s grade II-listed vaulted roofs. We’re really proud of the
skill, dedication and flexibility of our management team,
supervisors and fixers who worked on the project from the start to
its successful completion.”
Since the Grenfell fire tragedy of 2017, Everlast’s fire
remediation team has also been contracted to work on growing
numbers of major fire prevention projects, replacing cladding,
glazing and façade systems to buildings and installing fire breaks
and non-flammable insulation to upgrade safety.
The firm is currently carrying out £3.5m of refurbishment
schemes for the Novotel hotels group at its Birmingham Airport
and Greenwich sites, replacing aluminium composite cladding

panels and fire stops to ensure the safety of both sites.
“Both hotels have remained open to guests while we carried out
the fire prevention installation, and the Birmingham Novotel is
right next to the airport which brings its own security and
operational issues,” said project manager Richard Wattam.
“However we have completed the Greenwich project with
minimum disruption to the daily life of the hotel and Birmingham
is on schedule to be completed in May.”
Everlast group managing director Michael Hunter, added: “The
last two decades have seen the firm go from strength to strength as
we have diversified into new areas such as schools and colleges,
where we have carried out several re-roofing projects.
“Everlast are all about improving buildings, and using innovative
solutions to make them safer and more comfortable places to live
and work in. It’s a testament to our team of professional and
dedicated staff that we continue to grow, with some exciting and
high profile projects lined up for the year ahead.”

Plans approved for new and bespoke EventCity
EventCity

Q 024

Set to open Spring 2021 ...
Plans submitted by EventCity to build a
brand new, state-of-the-art venue in
TraffordCity have today been approved.
The application, submitted in September
2019, proposed the creation of a bespoke
events venue which would allow the
business to be even more flexible when
hosting conferences, exhibitions, gala
dinners and meetings.
The new, purpose-built facility will see
a multi-million pound investment by its
owners, Peel L&P. At 23,700 sq. m, the
enhanced offering will cater for a range
of events and will be more malleable,
allowing for areas to be divided off with
acoustic walls, so multiple events can
take place at any one time. The venue
will include updated features, such as a
central foyer with breakout space and a
reconfigured entrance.
Securing the former Soccerdome site,
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the new address will bring the venue
even closer to existing leisure
destinations and hotels within
TraffordCity, boasting ample free
parking alongside excellent road and
public transport access. The
Metrolink, due to open in
TraffordCity Spring 2020, will be
just a seven minute walk from the
new EventCity location.
Talking on the approval, Neil
Lees, Acting Chief Executive at
EventCity and Deputy Chairman of
the Peel Group said: “We’re thrilled to
have gained approval so work can
commence on the new EventCity. The
venue will be a fantastic addition to the
TraffordCity offering, creating even more
reasons for people to visit and experience
the ever-evolving area.
“We’re determined to offer only the
very best experiences for both clients and
visitors and we’re confident the new

venue will deliver exactly that, providing
the perfect blank-space venue no matter
the type, scale or size of your event.”
With the doors to the new venue set to
open in Spring 2021, the current
EventCity will remain in operation until
then. Work will commence at the new site
immediately, with EventCity and Peel
L&P entering a new, long-term lease of
25 years.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk

News
£15m Chorley Market
regeneration complete
Perfect Circle

Q 026

A new, 74,479 ft2 retail destination has
officially completed in Chorley, supporting
the town centre’s significant wider
regeneration plan.
The project, which is owned and managed
by Chorley Council, has transformed Market
Walk shopping centre, providing seven new
units for mixed retail, leisure and restaurants
to complement and renew the town centre’s
current offering.
Jon Parry, regional lead at Perfect Circle,
said: “Market Walk represents an important
part of Chorley’s wider development
programme, providing the area with an
economic boost and the creation of new jobs.
It will give the community a range of new
facilities not currently available in the town
centre, boosting footfall.
“The development provides facilities for a
full day out including retail, leisure and
entertainment along with restaurants and bars
– generating a greater tourist offering and
attracting more visitors to the area. We’re
delighted to have been involved in this
transformative project.
“Due to its location, the scheme required an
innovative car parking solution. As the
development is on the site of the former Flat
Iron car park, we needed to ensure that
parking spaces weren’t compromised for
visitors to the town centre while works were
taking place.
“To mitigate this, we installed the decked
car park on the site of the existing Friday
Street car park and progressed with enabling
works immediately after planning permission
was granted. We have also created an
additional circa 500 car parking spaces across
the town centre.”
Perfect Circle is also working on Primrose
Gardens retirement village, in Fleet Street,
Chorley. Both schemes were procured via
Scape Group’s National Built Environment
Consultancy Services (BECS) framework.
Works have also improved the public area
around the Chorley Pals War Memorial, with
the addition of Marks & Spencer and REEL
Cinema, alongside a number of other national
retailers.

Award-Winning Refrigerant Usage Tracking
and Compliance Software
Bacharach

Q 027

Now Free For Facility Managers
Includes usage, tracking, and reporting for
unlimited users, sites, and refrigeration assets ...
Bacharach, an industry expert in gas detection and
analysis instrumentation, announces its’ awardwinning Parasense Refrigerant Tracking and
Compliance Software is available for free with fullfeature capabilities and unlimited users, sites, and
refrigeration assets. The cloud-based software is
ideal for any facility manager, team or organization
looking to reduce refrigerant emissions and support
regulatory tracking and compliance reporting needs
while eliminating reliance on spreadsheets or other
less sophisticated methods.
The software is an enterprise-scale system to track
refrigerant usage, leak inspections, and leak events,
as well as provide compliance reporting for EPA
608, CARB, F-Gas and GreenChill.
Notable software features include:
• Compliance Calendar that automatically schedules and reminds about compliance
activities.
• Regulation Workflow that maps regulations into specific tasks to maintain
compliance.
• Compliance Score that gives a visual indicator to the state of compliance across the
enterprise, regions, sites, or assets.
• Automatic Leak Rate Calculator that provides a rolling 12-month view of refrigerant
usage as a percent of system charge.
• Enterprise-level to Single-site filters and data summaries.
Parasense Refrigerant Tracking software is designed for facility managers and
compliance officers who support multi-site organizations like supermarkets, food
processing plants, cold storage warehouses, hospitals, universities, or K-12 schools. The
software is also valuable for smaller organizations, as well as for mechanical and
refrigeration contractors that want to offer refrigerant management as part of their
service.
The software is also supported by professional services from the Parasense
Information Center (PIC) team. The PIC team provides fee-based, value-added services
such as data importing, pro-active data review and recommendations, periodic report
preparation, and contractor coordination for timely completion of inspections, repairs,
testing, and record-keeping. The combination of the software and the PIC team services
provides a complete solution for enterprise-grade refrigerant tracking and compliance.
The use of Bacharach’s high-performance fixed and portable refrigerant leak detection
systems provides organizations with a complementary, proven solution for identifying
low-level refrigerant leaks, reducing refrigerant emissions, and achieving best-in-class
leak rate performance (less than 10%/year). The Parasense software portfolio is in use
by over 1,000 sites including supermarkets, food processing, and data centers.
Visit the Bacharach website to learn more about the Parasense refrigerant management
software and service offerings.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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News
£37m Stirling Health & Care Village officially opened
Q 030

Stirling Health
Health Secretary Jeane Freeman has
officially opened the £37m Stirling Health
and Care Village, an innovative
development which will benefit thousands
of people across Forth Valley.

Robertson served as main contractor on
the project, which was developed through
hub East Central Scotland – a joint
partnership between public and private
sector organisations.

During her visit
Ms Freeman met
health, social care
and ambulance
service staff working
across the Care
Village. This
included staff based
in the new Bellfield
Centre which
provides short-term
care, assessment and
rehabilitation for
people who require
additional support
following an illness
or operation.

The development includes a new GP and
Minor Injuries Centre, the Bellfield Centre
(which provides short-term care,
rehabilitation and assessments), a
refurbished outpatient centre and a new
base for the Scottish Ambulance Service
which has relocated from its previous site
in the Riverside area of the city.

The Bellfield Centre’s modern design
includes a cafe area, hairdresser and a
multipurpose area which can be used by
local community groups and volunteers.
Striking artwork has been incorporated
throughout the building along with high
ceilings and large windows to create a light,
stimulating and welcoming environment.

Therapeutic courtyard gardens and roof
terraces provide access to outdoor spaces
and fresh air along with raised planters for
gardening and walkways to nearby
woodland. Communal social/dining areas
have been created to encourage greater
interaction, reduce isolation and provide
spaces for gathering and activities.

David Cairns, Managing Director,
Robertson Central East, said: “The close
collaboration between all parties involved
in Stirling Health and Care Village has been
key to its success. The facilities delivered
on site are second to none and I have no
doubt that people across the region will
benefit from the attention to detail put into
the project at every stage.”

Gary Bushnell, Chief Executive, hub East
Central Scotland said: “We worked closely
with all of the partners involved to manage
the successful completion of Stirling Health
and Care Village on time and on budget.
We are proud to have delivered such high
quality facilities which have been designed
and built to meet the specific needs of the
local community for many years to come.”

The Outpatient Centre, which formed part
of the previous Stirling Community
Hospital development, has undergone a
programme of refurbishment and continues
to provide a wide range of outpatient
clinics for thousands of patients every week
alongside Livilands Resource Centre which
provides a wide range of mental health day
services and support.

The Health and Care Village is a joint
venture between NHS Forth Valley, Stirling
Council, the Clackmannanshire and Stirling
Integration Joint Board and the Scottish
Ambulance Service.

A Degree of Excellence: Charcon provides first-class paving solution
for Sheffield University
Charcon

Q 031

Charcon, the hard landscaping division of
Aggregate Industries, has helped to
transform The Concourse – an area
connecting buildings at Sheffield
University, by supplying a pioneering
paving solution as part of the University's
public realm regeneration project.
Established in 1897, Sheffield University
was one of the original nine civic
universities founded in the major industrial
cities of England during the 19th century
and today, is in the top 100 universities in
the world. Due to its global reputation for
teaching and research, it is a popular
educational destination for international
students, with almost 25% of its student
population coming from over 150 different
countries.
In recent years, this demand has driven
the need for a more multicultural and
cohesive campus, featuring a wellconceived and enjoyable public space. The
Concourse will connect the new student
union to the heart of the university campus
on Western Bank, which includes some of
the most historic and recognisable buildings
within the campus. The architects, HLM,
were tasked with using a contemporary
materials pallet that offered a nod to the
past, but also connected to the future.
In this area of Sheffield, Portuguese
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granite is used heavily in many
streetscapes in the form of kerbs and
detailing. Therefore, HLM wanted
to incorporate Portuguese yellow
granite as an accent feature and
required a concrete product that had
high sustainability values to enhance
the green credentials of the scheme
in accordance with Sheffield City
Council’s ‘Grey to Green’ Strategy.
The challenge was to create a
modern and sustainable design that
enhanced the human experience
using materials that complement the
historic aesthetics of the site.
Therefore, Charcon’s Andover
Textured product was chosen due to
high aesthetic qualities and its recycled
content, of which both the recycled and
virgin materials are UK sourced materials.
This was combined with the bands of
Portuguese yellow granite setts to connect
the new space to existing local vernacular
of granite kerbs and concrete paving.
To ensure the final product met client
expectations, Charcon worked in
coordination with the architects and the
contractor, providing advice on installation
and detailing. Testament to the success of
this bespoke solution, this materials pallet
will form the basis of a newly adopted
strategy for all future university

developments within the heart of the main
campus and its surrounding buildings.
James Gray, Specification Manager within
Aggregate Industries’ Concrete Products
Division, comments: “Through our early
and in-depth involvement in the design
phase, we were able to help HLM deliver a
specification for a well-conceived and
cohesive open space. The success of this
project highlighted Charcon to be a great
project partner from design to completion.
The Charcon team is now working as the
hard landscaping supplier for the new
social sciences building which is due for
completion in 2020.”

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk

News
ONELAN Transforms Room Booking with Reserva Edge Solution
ONELAN

Q 034

ONELAN, a global leader in digital visual communications, is
taking meeting room signage to the next level with its cutting-edge
room booking solution, Reserva Edge.
An industry first, Reserva Edge not only optimises workspace,
but also provides a dynamic communications platform on which
businesses, educational institutions and hospitality venues can
advertise, build brand awareness and share their internal
communications. With a clear 10” screen size, it offers a best-in
class ergonomic design, making it a seamless and easy fit for every
application, from conference centres and corporate offices to
university campuses and huddle spaces, where space is at a
premium.
Best-in-Class Industrial Design
Providing a sleek, edge-to-edge glass design and anti-fingerprint
finish, Reserva Edge is effortlessly elegant, with fully concealed
cables and connectors to ensure a minimalist and contemporary
look. For optimum visibility, it offers a unique portrait-orientated,
tilted touchscreen interface, enabling meeting room notifications to
be seen from either a seated or standing position. Thanks to its
large LED status bar, meeting room availability can also be
checked from outside a glass-wall room, reducing the risk of any
meeting interruptions from those seeking last-minute workspace.
ONELAN Net-Top-Box Digital Signage
Built on the scalable ONELAN Net-Top Box platform, Reserva
Edge maximises return on investment with an interface that is easy
to manage, either remotely from a web browser, or centrally from
the ONELAN Content Management System (CMS).
As well as offering extensive playlist and scheduling controls,
this platform provides a multizone layout, enabling multiple
communications to be displayed simultaneously, including video,
image, html, moving or static text, RSS, date and clock formats.
Delivering a highly secure and locked-off interface, ONELAN’s
proprietary Linux-based operating system brings additional security
benefits to organisations and enables the full software stack to be
updated remotely over the network.
Intel Atom Platform
To ensure optimal performance and responsiveness, Reserva Edge
also leverages the power of the Intel Atom platform.
Cutting-edge Meeting Room Sign
At the cutting-edge of meeting room signage, Reserva Edge
delivers intuitive support, enabling users to book meetings in two
taps of the touchscreen interface. Designed with a calendar view,
they can book meetings as well as check in and confirm them, alter
their duration and end them, either by typing their username and
password, or, by scanning their ID with the optional fully
integrated ID card reader.
Designed for Local and Global Visitors
Offering the possibility of up to thirteen languages, and more than
one in any single display cycle, this solution is ideal for
international organisations. To assist clients and guests, who may
be unfamiliar with the building, Reserva Edge not only displays the
meeting room name, date and time, but also the title of the meeting
that is scheduled, the time it is due to start and the organiser.
Staff members checking the availability of a meeting room for
immediate use can also benefit from the solution. In the advent that
a particular workspace is booked, the room sign will display a list
of alternative rooms that are available.
For further service management assistance, Reserva Edge
displays and reports any faulty resources, automatically emailing
the support desk as well as the meeting organiser to highlight the
problem, the time at which it was discovered, and, where possible,
by whom.
Compatibility and Flexibility
To offer a future-proof and flexible solution, Reserva Edge
integrates with a wide-range of market-leading calendar and

scheduling platforms, including Microsoft Office365, Google
Calendar and Scientia.
A platform that is ideal for consolidating brand and corporate
identity, it also ensures that businesses can customise the display
with their own logos and background designs. Even the “traffic
light” colour code for meeting room status alerts can be changed to
suit the individual preferences of an organisation.
As well as the Reserva Edge 10” design, there are 15” and 22”
standard screen models, which benefit from the same enhanced
NTB platform as Reserva Edge.
Of the launch, ONELAN product management manager, Simon
Carp, comments “With Reserva Edge, we’re moving the sector
forward, offering so much more than workspace optimisation. For
us, meeting room signage should not be a niche, one-dimensional
product, but a multi-faceted and flexible solution that can add to
the overall value of an organisation. That’s why we’re making it
easy for businesses of every size to adopt a more cost-effective and
streamlined communications strategy, providing a single platform
on which they can incorporate meeting room management as well
as their internal announcements and/or advertising.
Ideally placed to work with facilities managers for every type of
building, we offer a contemporary, easy-to-maintain, secure and
accessible design that perfectly complements even the most
prestigious of settings. Thanks to its five-degree incline, Reserva
Edge also helps to improve the accessibility of a venue, ensuring
ease of legibility for people with mobility impairments.”
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Campus Fire Safety and Security – Making the Grade
After the recent events at Bolton University, where a student
accommodation tower went up in flames, Karen Trigg of
Allegion UK looks into how campus management must improve
their fire safety and security strategies to keep students safe.
Universities are more aware than ever of their responsibility to
keep students safe and secure from all potential fire and
security threats. However, after the recent events at Bolton
University, where a fire ripped through the Cube building (an
accommodation block that is home to more than 200 students)
in a matter of minutes, there’s an apparent issue.
Two years after the Grenfell tragedy, this shocking case has
once again brought to light the serious issue of fire safety
standards in high-rise and low-rise residential buildings, but
most recently in our universities. Now, there is mounting
pressure on facility managers, security teams and the
government to not only reevaluate building design, but also
fire safety and security protocols.
Whilst the government is banning combustible materials on
new high-rise homes and has committed to replace aluminium
composite material (ACM) panels on public sector high-rise
residential buildings above 18m in height, there’s still
thousands of existing buildings that fall outside the scope of the
ban.
Alarmingly, the ban also fails to include 966 existing
university and school building projects. What’s more, other
areas such as fire door hardware, evacuation and lockdown
procedures and also campus security are all crying out for reevaluation too. So where should facility managers begin?
A worrying situation
A university campus is a complex environment. The size and
complexity of the buildings involved presents a challenge in
itself. Adding to that, with student numbers rising, it would
appear that facility managers have an increasing number of
occupants to consider, and for that safety protocols need to
improve.
In the last five years, more than one in four universities have
received complaints from students, staff or the public regarding
fire safety or building evacuation procedures. Pair this with the
state of student buildings, which in many cases are years old
and not regularly maintained, it’s not surprising that safety
standards need improving across the board.
Although facility managers may not have full control over the
physical building itself, they do usually have jurisdiction for the
interior. With this in mind, it’s crucial for facility managers and
security teams to invest in technology and infrastructure, such
as door hardware and access control solutions, to maximise
security and guarantee student safety and wellbeing.
First steps to fire safety
To guarantee the safety of our students, it’s critical for facility
managers to ensure that all buildings are well maintained by
conducting basic risk assessments. This will involve completing
a full evaluation of existing systems, such as fire doors and
escape routes - reviewing what could be implemented to
enhance facility and occupant safety.
Having a well-fitted fire door is a fundamental element of this.

Under the Fire Safety Order, universities and colleges must
demonstrate, that in the event of danger, it’s possible for
people to evacuate a building as quickly and safely as
possible – and the state of fire doors falls within this.
In the circumstance of a fire, to help contain it, it’s vital that
fire doors are correctly installed and maintained. This involves
making sure that the door hardware (including hinges,
handles, door closers, locks and signage) is certified,
functional, regularly serviced and maintained.
Educating staff and students on what to look out for when
checking fire doors and how to spot any potential damage is
also important. Simply putting up fire safety posters and guides
can go a long way in helping students avoid easy mistakes
(such as propping open fire doors) that could otherwise have
detrimental consequences.
Integrated security
From fire detection to cloud-based security systems, there’s a
range of innovative technologies that can be integrated into a
university campus. Advanced security systems have a huge
number of benefits that universities simply can’t ignore. With
most universities being designed as ‘open environments’,
where people can freely move about, the implementation of an
integrated security system is key, especially when aiming to
streamline the flow of movement without substituting security.
Today, with cloud-based access control, facility managers can
simply issue and retract access credentials meaning entry can
be allowed or denied based on person, access point or even
time of day. In the event that someone has wrongly gained
access to a facility, to preserve student, staff and even
equipment safety it’s essential to have an effective lockdown
procedure in place.
To avoid any security risks, a lockdown strategy should be
based on two critical factors, these being security layers and
people and protocols. Regarding layers, every campus is
made of the exterior (such as the parking area) and interior
(like lecture theatres), therefore the plan must cover this. There
must also be trained people on site to make sure protocols are
followed in the event of an emergency.
Furthermore, in the possibility of a safe escape, appropriate
digital signage, which can switch between a number of
escape routes and guide people towards the safest exist must
be clearly seen and understood. Not only this, there must be a
designated meeting place for students and staff to meet in the
event of a fire.
Action is key
As facility managers continue to see the importance of both
fire and security elements, it appears more and more
educational establishements are now integrating fire and
lockdown into one critical incident plan. It’s no doubt that the
safety of students should be a constant goal for facility
managers and security teams.
Through education, we can improve our investments into fire
safety hardware, our understanding of effective lockdown
procedures and our integration of increasingly holistic
procedures and infrastructures. Only then can we be confident
in our efforts to protect students.
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Smile, you’re on CCTV
Grant Fulton, operations manager for Corps Monitoring, on
why video surveillance is a crucial component in 21st century
enterprise security.
The British Security Industry Association estimates that there
are as many as 6 million CCTV surveillance cameras
operating in the UK. That works out at approximately one
camera for every 11 people. Although there will always be
concerns about the overuse of video surveillance, there should
be no doubt about the pivotal role that security cameras play
in preventing crime and terrorism in public and in private
spaces.
Layered protection
Video surveillance is most effective when it is viewed as part
of the wider enterprise security ecosystem. By combining CCTV
with other systems such as alarms for HVAC, lighting, access
control, fire detection, water detection and intruder detection
through an integrated software platform, organisations can
build a complete picture of their assets and design a multilayered defence against any security threats.
CCTV cameras in the outer perimeter of a site function in two
ways: firstly, as a detection and deterrence tool; and secondly,
for evidence if criminals are determined to break through.
Another layer of cameras within the building can then be
linked to the intruder alarm system. These capture the intruder’s
movement and trigger the alarm system. The vast majority of
facilities that Corps Security protects have a public address
system on site, which allows us to issue audio warnings
directly to the trespasser and inform them that the police have
been called. While on the phone to the police, live CCTV
footage enables us to provide vital identifying information such
as the intruder’s appearance, their clothing, and which vehicle
they are driving. The intruder alarm also lets us determine their
exact location.
The Corps Monitoring Centre (CMC) in Glasgow, an alarm
receiving centre (ARC) that holds the very highest gold ARC II
accreditation, allows our operators to access crucial data,

receive instant alarm notifications and share this information with customers and
predetermined users
anytime and anywhere. The
CMC allows Corps to
secure everything from
private homes to retail
premises, and safe deposit
sites to Ministry of Defence
facilities.
Safe, efficient and
customer-friendly
Video surveillance-as-aservice (VSaaS) demonstrates the extent to which traditional
manned guarding is now converging with new technological
solutions to provide far better outcomes for customers. While
manned guarding is tried and tested, its use 24/7 can, in
some cases, be an extremely inefficient use of time and money.
Officers working during the day will keep a site secure and
provide supplementary front-of-house support for guests and
employees. Out of hours, however, physical patrols are much
harder to justify.
VSaaS offers customers security, cost-savings and better
customer service. A service such as the CMC can provide live
and continuous electronic patrols of the CCTV while performing all the actions of a security officer including locking and
unlocking doors, switching lights on and off, and operating
gates, barriers and roller shutters. Apply elements of the electronic patrols during the day – perhaps in areas of a building
that experience far less footfall – and on-duty officers are freed
up to perform their customer service duties.
In all this, however, it is important to remember that every
organisation has different requirements and faces unique
security threats. An approach that blends manned guarding
with electronic monitoring allows customers to shape the
solution to meet their needs including their budget, the critical
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nature of the site and its contents, whether it is a public or
private space, and the volume of visitors they expect. The
requirements of a commercial office building are far removed
from a safe deposit site or government facility.
The era of smart CCTV
In recent years, Corps Monitoring has been able to improve
the effectiveness and efficiency of its service through the development and deployment of video analytics. This technology is
growing in prominence. The global market value for video
analytics & intelligence video surveillance reached $28.13
billion in 2018 and is expected to hit $103.83 billion by
2027.
We have entered the era of smart CCTV, but what exactly
makes it so intelligent? A legacy CCTV system is usually
connected to a series of passive infrared sensors. If anything
moves through the beam, this triggers the alarm. Video
analytics, on the other hand, provides a far more accurate and
efficient process. For example, the technology is able to
identify whatever triggers the sensor and certain commands
can be written into the software to ignore harmless intruders
such as foxes or squirrels. The operator
can also draw boxes around certain nonthreatening objects on screen like trees or
bushes. Lines may also be positioned
where the security team determines there is
a greater threat of entry. The operator can
request the system to then send an alert as
well as a facial image of anyone who
walks in one particular direction and
ignore any person who walks the opposite
way.
Operators can also input certain ‘loiter
zones’ that act as a prevention and an
early warning system. A criminal will
typically loiter outside a building while
inspecting points of entry. The video
analytics system can be programmed to
trigger an alarm or notification after a
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certain amount of time. The introduction of this technology in
one Glasgow site allowed Corps to capture thieves that were
stealing vehicles from a car park on the very first night of its
installation. On another site, the loiter zone has been programmed not to trigger an alarm but set off a spotlight so as to
deter any unwanted strangers.
In environments such as train stations and airports, where the
threat of terrorism is huge, smart video surveillance can used
to detect suspicious packages. During an investigative process,
the technology can also help save a substantial amount of
time. Rather than sit through hours of video footage, operators
can use the analytics to specify their search – the colour of the
suspects hair, their clothes, their movements, etc. – and find
what they’re looking for in a matter of seconds.
Ultimately, using video surveillance as part of a larger integrated enterprise security approach will make people safer,
organisations more efficient, and security service more
customer-centric. Advances in CCTV technology only serve to
hammer this point home.

Door closer compliance

Assa Abloy Project Specification Group
provides guidance on the standard for
door closer compliance

Assa Abloy Project Specification Group addresses the issues
around door closers, ensuring durability and compliancy are
not compromised in the specification process.
Specification of the correct door and hardware combination is
essential to ensure that the right architectural appeal,
functionality and longevity is achieved, but most importantly
that safety regulations are not compromised.
Since fire doors are critical life-saving elements in many
buildings, it is essential that they operate effectively ¬– and
the role of door closers is one not to be taken lightly.
Designed to restrict the spread and initial development of a
fire, as well as protect escape routes, doorsets should provide
lasting protection before and even after a fire evacuation, but
this can only occur when the door closer is installed and
working correctly – in other words, ensuring fire doorsets are
properly closed.
Where the specification of a door closer is mandatory, the
product must conform to the requirements of European
Standard EN 1154 and be CE marked accordingly. But with an
increasing concern around fire door safety in commercial and
residential buildings, it is apparent that more needs to be
done.
It is critical for the performance of the fire doorset, that the
appropriate closer has been selected with all the factors
associated with the application considered. This includes
height, width, weight, differentiating air pressure, dynamic
loads, anticipated volume of traffic, classification and of
course, the door type.

As a result, Assa Abloy is one of the few organisations to
offer door closers demonstrating full compliancy to EN 1634,
providing fire performance suitable for every type of fire door,
when fitted to either the fire risk or non-fire risk side of the
door. This includes use on timber doors, uninsulated and
insulated steel doors.
To ensure compliancy is achieved and therefore risk is
reduced, Assa Abloy’s Project Specification team can assist with
the specification process by helping to select the right door
closer for the application.
Assa Abloy’s Openings StudioTM software also offers a
collaborative BIM tool for all project stakeholders, giving users
access to the widest range of door opening solutions. Doors,
hardware, ironmongery and access control solutions can be
easily developed and integrated into a building at the touch of
a button, for complete peace of mind.
To find out more about Assa Abloy’s door closers, visit:
https://bit.ly/3bGdr2i or for more information on the unrivalled
capabilities of Openings StudioTM visit
www.assaabloyopeningsolutions.co.uk/en/local/uk/projectspecification/specification-bim/assa-abloy-openings-studio/.
have a tailored range of solutions, combined with design
capability and market knowledge to support clients from
conception to completion.

In response to the ongoing challenges and needs within the
industry, Assa Abloy has continued with substantial testing and
standardising of its door closers.
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Being a green business doesn’t
cost the earth
There is no doubt that greater action is needed to protect the
environment. In fact, the last ten years have been the hottest
on record – a sign that our climate is changing in dramatic
fashion. Though it has been a topic which has been in the
headlines for years, now more than ever, we are being
reminded that our actions have serious environmental impacts.
Yet there is still a misconception that being ‘green’ means
buying expensive products or imposing dramatic operational
changes. Bill Davidson, QSE Manager at grounds maintenance
specialist Nurture Landscapes, addresses some of these areas.
It is a worrying trend that the majority of UK businesses are
ill-prepared for the target of becoming a net-zero emissions
country by 2050, with only 46% having plans in place to
address their carbon output. What is more alarming is that
almost a third of businesses aren’t even planning to be
‘carbon-neutral’ in spite of regulations set by the previous
government .
Despite this gloomy outlook, around 60% of business owners
do believe that business and industry will be key in the entire
country becoming a leader in the continuing battle against
climate change. The question is how?
Many companies are of the view that to ‘be more green’
results in greater expenses. And this makes them wary of
publicly declaring their sustainable practices for fear customers
will anticipate a cost increase coming their way.
The reverse is more accurate. By assessing the areas where
14

the highest amount of energy is spent, processes to cut back
on wastage can be realised. The money this saves can be fed
back into other areas of the business, or even better, reduce
costs to the customer. Then there are the simple methods we
all should be doing, such as recycling where possible and
switching off equipment – everyday activities taken for granted
yet still contribute to environmental protection.
Of course, there are some products that are indeed more
expensive and there is often an initial investment involved
somewhere along the way. To give an example, companies
have been wary of switching to renewable energy because of
the misconception that doing so leads to increased utility bills
– the truth is, green energy costs are set to become less
expensive than fossil fuels in the near future .
Minor adaptations within a business or an office are living
proof of where businesses can be proactive in addressing their
environmental responsibilities and still keep the bottom line
healthy. In the early days, energy efficient light bulbs were dim,
took an age to brighten, and were incredibly expensive for
property owners. Now, with the introduction of new LED lights
which consume around 60% less energy than traditional bulbs,
which are also much cheaper than their predecessors, energysaving lighting is more accessible.
On another note, certain lighting fixtures using traditional
high-wattage bulbs may look great aesthetically, but produce
vast amounts of wasted heat energy, therefore becoming more
expensive to run long-term. Again, low-wattage bulbs are a
much more cost-effective method.

Being Green

And because they produce less heat energy, low-wattage
bulbs pose less of a fire risk, therefore lowering insurance
premiums, resulting in further cost savings.
Adopting a sustainable mindset is not limited to actions
taken inside the office. If businesses are to commit to tackling
their environmental responsibilities, which the majority feel
they should be doing anyway , they need to look at where
they source their energy from in the first place.
Photovoltaic cells, better known as PV cells or solar panels,
draw energy from the Sun, meaning they are at their peak
effectiveness during the times people are more likely to be at
their desks. What perhaps is not well-known is that these cells
are efficient in energy management.
Though the initial cost of installing a solar PV system varies,
it will deliver electricity locally at a rate of roughly 5p per kWh.
That is even with the cost of maintenance and day-to-day
operations factored in. When you consider that the Grid
currently supplies at rate of approximately 15p per kWh, the
long-term cost savings are there to see .

towards battery-powered equipment, shows customers that a
business is serious about the environment. In addition,
younger generations of today are amongst the most
environmentally conscious, therefore positioning a business as
having strong green credentials even acts as a key recruitment
tool.
These credentials can be shown out in the community
through awareness days and educational programmes,
reinforcing local connections and putting the business as
championing a cause that affects every person on the planet.
Every single one of us can play our part in addressing climate
change. And we don’t necessarily have to do anything
particularly drastic either. Whether it’s making a concerted
effort to follow the three Rs – reduce, reuse, recycle - use less
electricity, or cutting down on the use of plastics, small actions
by all of us are essential in addressing the climate crisis,
without costing the earth in the process.

Even on a cloudy day, PV cells still maintain effectiveness.
The energy they take from the sky is
stored energy, meaning that the lights will
not turn off if the Sun goes behind a
cloud, and even if there is a prolonged
period of poor light, power then switches
back to the Grid. In other words, PV cells
ease pressure on the Grid and reduces
energy expenditure, which in turn, eases
pressure on the bottom line.
For businesses operating fleets or
machinery, this extends even further.
Most of the energy at this type of
business is fuel – often diesel used in
vans or for powering equipment. It is
understandable for businesses operating
smaller cars to make the switch to electric
vehicles, especially when considering
these vehicles will be exempt from
company car tax this year , but businesses
are still hesitant about the actual logistics
of operating electric vehicles.
One of the main issues is the range of
electric vehicles may not necessarily be
enough to get an employee to the office
and back in a single charge. Business
parks and service stations, aware of this
problem, are starting to provide EV
charging ports at their sites; this allows
the vehicle to be charged while the owner
attends a meeting for example.
And to take this one step further, the
new Workplace Charging Scheme is an
added incentive for installing EV ports at a
particular business.
However, for all the incentives and
debates about what the global community
should be doing to be smarter with energy
use, demonstratable action is still
languishing. The plans and policies being
put together need to be part of wider
conversations so that businesses can
effectively contribute to the national target
of an 80% reduction in emissions by 2050
required for achieving net-zero .
Proudly showcasing what actions are
being taken at a particular site, as we
ourselves have with the installation of our
solar panels and EV ports and a move
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Grounds Maintenance

How technology can cure property managers’
grounds maintenance headaches

When you scale things up, even the simplest tasks can start
to become complex. It’s a truth that is immediately recognised
by any successful property manager - and especially apparent
in grounds maintenance. With multiple sites to manage,
everyday tasks such as keeping lawns cut, hedges trimmed or
trees regularly inspected to ensure safety cascade into a
substantial management challenge. As a result, this is an area
where the traditional craft of caring for landscapes is now
benefiting from some of the most modern business disciplines
and even the application of data driven technologies.
There’s a tipping point very early on when property managers
realise that the task of grounds maintenance starts to exceed
the ability to manage in house. Although maintenance teams
can usually take care of basics such as work orders and regular
site management services, many essential grounds services
usually require operators with specialist equipment, materials,
training and skills. For most individual sites, it’s simply
uneconomical to budget for this in house, and hence the focus
is usually on the procurement of external contractors.
From a practical and economic point of view, bringing on
board local gardeners and contractors can be an affordable and
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straightforward way to offload the burden of grounds
maintenance responsibilities. Yet, this approach can prove
problematic when scaled up. The larger the property portfolio
becomes, the larger the admin challenge of dealing with
multiple local contractors becomes. Inefficiency breeds cost,
but more seriously it can also create blind spots in which risks
can proliferate.
The risk management challenge
Property owners and managers have a legal duty of care to
maintain a safe environment for all occupiers, visitors and
employees. Neglected grounds presents many risks to property
and people, from costly damage to property resulting from
invasive roots or species to potentially fatal incidents involving
falling limbs or trees. In an increasingly litigious environment
and with increasingly stringent (criminal) enforcement of Health
and Safety Act breaches, these risks are not to be taken lightly.
There are even security issues that can arise: Site security is
also compromised if overgrown shrubs, bushes and trees
obstruct CCTV views and provide cover for intruders, while
trees growing adjacent to fences could provide an easy way of
scaling protective measures.

Grounds Maintenance

Hence, when managing multiple contractors the
responsibilities still lie with you. With regards to ensuring the
right professional standards and insurance, you'll still have the
administrative overhead of supervising contractors and
checking that services have been delivered properly. Even
leaving aside the risk management dimension, its always vital
to consider the impact on relationships with tenants of poorly
maintained properties.
How to outsource it all without losing visibility
The challenges of managing multiple local contractors leads
many property managers with larger portfolios to bring on
board larger - often national - grounds maintenance providers
that can deliver everything from grass cutting, to tree surgery,
to car park cleaning - often within a single contract. This is the
model we offer at GRITIT, and we find that customers enjoy the
budget certainty, economies of scale advantages and simplicity
of an all-in grounds maintenance offering.
Outsourcing all your grounds maintenance and management
to a single provider means that less internal resource is
consumed by project management and administration.
However, that’s not to say that the outsource everything
approach is itself free of risk. Indeed, many of the larger
facilities management providers often achieve this customerfacing simplicity by simply taking on the burden of managing a
hodge podge of grounds maintenance contractors. This
extended chain of contractors and subcontractors can therefore
be the cause of further challenges - particularly with regard to
visibility through that supply chain and to accountability when
things go wrong.

the game. The ability to track, record and manage service
delivery via mobile technology and enterprise grade ERP and
CRM systems is helping to close the visibility gaps, while
retaining legally robust records that can be key in
demonstrating that an organisation is fulfilling its duty of care.
On the face of it, having the teams cutting the grass
connected via the cloud to a database could appear to be
overkill. Indeed, that’s why it is still rare for many traditional
grounds maintenance contractors to have invested in
technology at all. Yet as a company with roots in the high risk,
high liability field of winter maintenance, GRITIT has been able
to import best practices from managing a fleet of gritting
trucks to also manage our grounds maintenance teams.
Thanks to mobile technology, its possible for teams to quickly
create reports on every job - when it's due to be done, when
operatives arrive on site and when the job is completed. With
customer web portals and mobile apps, that same information
- even with pictures of work carried out - can be immediately
accessed by customers. Hence, no matter how many sites you
manage you can still stay connected to what’s happening on
the ground and have a full audit trail. Should a tenant call up
with queries, you also have exactly the information you need
to engage more effectively and constructively.
Just like virtually every other field of modern business, even
grounds maintenance is starting to become smarter and more
data driven. Yet when delivered right, none of this should
make the job of the property management more complex.
Indeed - thanks to technology - you can now scale up while
increasing the simplicity of your business.

Technology is changing the game
While many of the tasks associated with grounds
maintenance and landscaping remain steeped in traditional,
age-old craftsmanship, technology is now starting to change
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Pest Control

Digital pest control is the key to
always-on protection
By Paul Blackhurst, Head of Technical Academy, Rentokil Pest Control

According to the Chinese zodiac, 2020 celebrates the year of
the rat. While they are honoured for their spirit and wit in the
zodiac, rats can present hygiene issues when they come in to
contact with people.
Preventing rodent activity must be a priority for facilities
managers, especially those managing premises involved in food
handling. In fact, extra vigilance is required during winter, as
rodents seek shelter from storms and colder weather. To
compound this issue, the British Pest Control Association
recently announced that milder winters are failing to ‘naturally
cull’ rats, and that this could be attributed to a rise in
numbers.
Recent Rentokil data released backs up this trend, finding
that rodent call outs to business premises increased by 10%
over the winter period (November – January), when compared
to the average number recorded during the same period over
the past three years (2016 – 2019). With the CRRU code
(Campaign for Responsible Rodenticide Use) in effect to ensure
pest control companies take a more responsible approach to
rodent control using rodenticides, a more proactive approach
to pest management is a must.
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Using technology to fight rodent infestations
Harnessing modern technology, Rentokil’s PestConnect is an
innovative digital pest management system, providing 24/7
monitoring, rapid response and effective elimination of rodents.
This connected and fully integrated pest control solution acts
like a rodent burglar alarm, providing more insight into rodent
activity than ever before. Connected devices send an alert via
SMS immediately when a rodent is detected, so we know
exactly where and when a pest has triggered an alarm. A
professional technician can then visit the premises to dispose
of the pest and address the root cause of the pest problem.
PestConnect is the ultimate weapon in proactive pest
management and limits the use of rodenticides. It uses three
versions of ‘connected’ traps – ‘AutoGate’ which uses infrared
sensors to detect rodents outside the premises, RADAR for
those mice that manage to find a way indoors and Rat
Riddance Connect, a ‘smart trap’ used to monitor for and
control rat activity inside.
The system is completely compliant with the CRRU Code,
using a non-toxic approach internally and a responsible
approach to rodenticide use externally. Its RADAR traps kills
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rodents using carbon dioxide, a faster and more humane
method of elimination, without using rodenticide. Rat Riddance
is a connected mechanical trap and AutoGate is a device with
barrier between bait and the environment, which only opens
during an active rodent infestation, reducing the risk of nontarget species consuming rodenticide.
Harnessing the latest technological breakthroughs and
innovation, digital pest management solutions help facilities
managers to manage and prevent infestations while reducing
the risk of harming the environment, and with a level of
efficiency and visibility not possible without connected
solutions. PestConnect also provides an unprecedented level of
insight for pest technicians and facilities managers, so they
can create a highly effective pest management strategy that
complies with all health and safety legislation and reduces
environmental impact.

Understanding the rodent warning signs
An important piece to a proactive pest management strategy
is understanding the warning signs of rodent activity on the
premises. You might not think a single sighting of a mouse or
rat is cause for alarm, but as rodents are nocturnal, seeing one
during daylight hours could mean there’s a bigger problem.
Signs include:
1. Smell and sound: Rats and mice have a very strong
ammonia smell. On top of this; they are often noisy, making
audible scrabbling noises moving around premises.
2. Droppings: Rats excrete about 40 dark, pellet-shaped
droppings per day, which are up to 14mm long. Mice can
produce 80 oval-shaped droppings, which are typically 5mm
long.
3. Smears: Rodents use established routes along skirting
boards and walls due to their poor eyesight. You may notice
grease marks where rodents brush up against your walls and
surfaces.

low angle should reveal tracks clearly. To establish if an
infestation is active, sprinkle fine flour or talc along a small
stretch of floor near the footprints and check for fresh tracks
the next day.
5. Damage: Rodents gnaw on anything to keep their teeth at
a manageable size. This includes electric cables, which is
perhaps the most dangerous aspect of an infestation, as it
causes a fire hazard, while also being very difficult to spot.

Further steps
Once rodents gain access to a premises they are very hard to
control. For example, a mouse can survive on as little as three
grams of food per day and can eat from up to 70 different
sources of food within 24 hours.
Simple measures can be taken to make sure rodents are less
likely to choose your premises to stay in. By ensuring that
there is no food left on the floors overnight, you drastically
limit food sources for pests. Additionally, sealing any obvious
exterior holes with wire wool, caulk, metal kick plates or
cement will help exclude rodents from entering. It is critically
important that owners and staff know how to spot the signs of
rodent activity, and the steps that can be taken to prevent one
from forming.

Final Thoughts
Rodent prevention is always better than a cure, so a
proactive pest management strategy is vital, and it will mean
that costly infestations are much less likely to disrupt business
or lead to breaches of legislation. If you haven’t considered
the role of technology within your pest control strategy yet,
then what better year to do so than in the year of the rat?
For more information, please visit this website:
https://www.rentokil.co.uk/?utm_source=PR

4. Footprints: Rats can leave foot and tail marks in dusty,
less-used areas of your premises. Shining a strong torch at a
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Washrooms

NEC Continues Support For Innovation
Derby-based HSG, the award-winning market leader in washroom water conservation, is helping
the NEC reduce its environmental impact and put customer service at the top of the agenda with
its innovative products.
Firstly, the NEC has saved 927 million litres of water by adopting HSG’s Ureco and Uretech water
management system which was awarded The Queen’s Award for Enterprise in Innovation in 2018.
The NEC was the first venue to adopt HSG’s Ureco system ten
years ago and has since installed it in more than 800 urinals
across the site in the West Midlands. In the first year alone, the
NEC saved enough water to fill 33 Olympic-sized swimming
pools.
The Ureco stops smells by trapping urinal odours below the
surface and reduces blockages through the patented enzyme
system which breaks down the fat, acid and salt in urine.
This enables the Uretech to reduce urinal flushes from around
96 times to just four times a day – drastically reducing water
usage, saving money on utility bills and maintenance and
repairs and improving the customers’ washroom experience.
Having gained positive feedback as a result of installing the
Ureco, the NEC has continued its commitment to customer experience with the introduction of HSG’s latest innovation – Cleen –
which is the UK’s first fully integrated management system.
The Cleen App is free to download onto smartphones and
enables customers and visitors to log reviews of washrooms.
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Washrooms

Each washroom at the NEC has its own individual QR code displayed prominently to
identify where it is located and some
washrooms also have a Cleen Tablet to enable
customers to leave a review without a phone.
Users can either compliment accessible and
clean washrooms or post feedback on issues
such as the need to refresh soap supplies or
toilet paper.
The reviews are easy to post by clicking
different icons and users can even upload photographs to support their review. These can
then be viewed by other Cleen App users.
The NEC has its own Cleen Dashboard which
is a complete washroom management tool.
This enables the venue to have immediate
access to the Cleen App reviews so that it can
take action and directly respond to customer
feedback.
Among the washrooms listed on the Cleen
App is the NEC’s second Changing Places fullyaccessible washroom for people with disabilities which has been installed in the Piazza.
Changing Places washrooms are larger than
standard facilities to accommodate a
wheelchair user and their carer and includes
equipment such as height-adjustable adultsized changing bench, ceiling hoist and height
adjustable washbasin.
HSG has teamed up with the Changing Places
Consortium which campaigns for the facilities
across the UK and the Cleen App includes a
dedicated review section for users to share
good and bad reviews of the
specially-adapted washrooms.
Steve Cartmell, Group FM Contract
Support Manager explained: “With
upwards of 2.4 million visitors
coming through our doors each year,
we are committed to providing all of
our customers with the very best
experience possible.
“Working with HSG on our
washroom provisions has been an
easy and effective way to help meet
our sustainability commitments and
helps us on our way to achieving a
greener world.
“HSG was one of the first
companies to support NEC Sustain
which is our all-encompassing environmental programme that has been

trailblazing the sustainability cause for a
decade. It is constantly growing and adapting
to meet the needs of our changing world.
“We are delighted to now be at the forefront
of Cleen. The Cleen App and Cleen Dashboard,
alongside the introduction of another Changing
Places toilet, will further enhance our offer to
visitors to ensure that they can alert us if there
are any issues we need to deal with quickly.
“We believe in setting and maintaining the
highest standards across our venue and this is
another example of how we are always striving
to exceed customer expectations.”
HSG Managing Director Simon Rice continued:
“Yet again, the NEC is at the forefront of the
hospitality industry and has demonstrated their
real commitment to providing customers and
visitors with high quality washroom facilities.
“The NEC were an early adopter of the Ureco
system and their demonstrable commitment to
water conservation has been a major factor in
encouraging other businesses and venues
across the UK to follow their lead and adopt
the Ureco in their own washrooms.
“Now, Cleen will enable the NEC to monitor,
address and promote their washroom facilities
which are an important of the customer experience – especially for those with disabilities or
additional needs.”
For more information about the Ureco system,
please visit www.hsguk.com and for information on Cleen, visit www.cleen.world or search
the app store in Apple or Android.
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